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I had been driving a cheap and outdated car with so many problems since a couple of years. I was
often encountered in embarrassment at workplace commuting with it. Generally my fellow workers
pull my leg while communication approximately my car. Finally I made my find to buy my car by
selling off the older ones. Since that old clunker was in very poor condition, I could not be bothered
to offer it for sale in my local paper because I did not expect anyone to be interested in a piece
called as junk cars. I was simply looking to get rid of it as quickly as probable for as much money as
probable, which is why I started searching for a damaged car buyer on the internet. And as a matter
of fact, I found one that did not only provide me a good price but also first-class service.

The first thing I had to do was to provide some basic information about my car, plus its year of
manufacture as well as the make and model of the vehicle. Later I was asked to define my car and
its condition at length. I would then get an offer based on the description I give there within one day.
I was really glad to understand that as compared to the other damaged car buyers found on the
web, the company didnâ€™t opt for a physical inspection. Instead, I had the substitute to upload images
of my car in order to receive the best provide possible. Once I had done that, I was given a
purchase quote for my car the very same day I had requested a quote. In fact, I did not have to wait
longer than two hours and, most importantly, there were no additional charges made for the
evaluation of the vehicle. To my doubt, it was a very attractive offer, given my car's overall situation,
so I did not hesitate and permitted on the price suitable away.

The next thing I was asked was to give them my ownership and identification proof along with the
salvage value. Also, in order to be legally allowed to sell my car, I had to show them the original title
in my name. Though I was not asked for any additional documents for this purpose, the process
went simple and fast. What more could I aspire for when I see them carrying out the whole work
with accurate responsibility in doing everything for me like transporting my vehicle without incurring
any extra cost for these services . It was only two days after we had reached an agreement that a
tow truck pulled up in frontage of my residence to collect the vehicle.

What made me happy was that the payment reached to me before they picked my car from my
position. Hence I had all my security intact and had extreme trust on them and their service. So
broadly speaking I am really happy selling my car via internet since it turned out to be an easy and
fast judgment, or else I was thinking of sending me the cash for cars program.
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